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KMUTNB
Announcement

of King Mongkut's University of Technology North Bangkok

On Guidelines for Education Arrangement during the Monitoring and Preventing Period
of Coronavirus Diseases 2019 (COV10-19)

In compliance with the Announcement

of Ministry of Hi~her Education, Science, Research

and Innovation (MHESI) on Protective Measures against the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) and the KMUTNB's Announcement

On Monitoring Measures of COVID-19 during the

number of infectants and the spread have reached the critical point (In Thailand) (Announcement
No. 2) dated 13 March 2020. The university deems it appropriate to lay down following guidelines
for the education arrangement during the monitoring period of the spread of coronavirus.

1. Faculties can give classes only through on line platform, and the university has already
prepared supports for the arranging of online education and appointed the Consultant Committee.
Also, the faculties have to adjust the effective means of examination and evaluation to replace the
prior means.

2. For the summer session of the academic year 2019, the university permits students to
enroll in accordance with the usual criteria of th~summer

session's enrollment.

But all courses

must be offered through on line platform. (Except an ~nternship, cooperative education or equivalent
courses)

3. Re~ardin~ an internship, cooperative

education

or other equivalent

courses of the

academic year 2019, the academic division shall coordinate with external organizations involved to
evaluate the student's risks of coronavirus infection.
3.1 Provided that risks are not found, the students can do an internship and take cooperative
education as usual.
3.2 In case that risks are found, the more appropriate activities shall be arranged to replace,
and an internship or cooperative education will be adjusted to assignment, homework or online
meeting etc.
3.3 The students are allowed to postpone their internship or cooperative education to the
summer session of the next academic year.
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3.4 For those students who enroll special project, thesis, dissertation, special problem or
other equivalent courses, the academic division shall request cooperation from advisors to consider
adjusting the means of teaching in those courses, so the courses can be proceeded through online
platform. Supposing the students find it necessary to come in the campus, they need to request
permission from the advisor, head of department or assigned authority, and they must follow the
KMUTNB's Announcement On Monitoring Measures of COVID-19during the number of infectants and
the spread have reached the critical point (Thailand) (Announcement No. 2) dated 13 March 2020,
in order to prevent the risks of students, staff or other people involved.

However, the executive committees

involved

in the operation

of the university will

coordinate in the modification of rules, regulations, announcements and principles to conform to
the current situation and to maintain the effectiveness to the university's education arrangement.

Please be informed and follow this announcement strictly.

(Prof.~ng.

habil. ~~
President
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